Four explorers climbed different mountains in different years. Each one spent several days to achieve such triumph. Figure out which mountain was explored by Nicholas.

1. The explorer who needed 10 days to climb a mountain was either the explorer who climbed the Everest or the explorer who climbed in 1970.
2. The 1970 climbing took longer than the 1990 climbing.
3. Of the explorer Ludwig and the explorer Otto, one climbed in 1990 and the other climbed the Kilimanjaro.
4. The Aconcagua needed 5 more days to be climbed than the mountain climbed in 1970.
5. The mountain climbed in 1980 needed 5 more days to be climbed than the mountain climbed by Otto.
6. The Everest was either climbed by Edmund or climbed in 1980.
7. The mountain climbed in 1990 need 5 fewer days than the mountain climbed by Edmund.
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